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W
hen you see sprouts, think
“nutrient dense”, that too in
one small serving.  Sprouts
that bud from a seed hold the
most nutrients because that

seed has the power to grow into an entire
plant eventually. It is rich in minerals, vitamins,
enzymes, antioxidants, amino acids and sever-
al other nutrients making them bursting with
folate, magnesium, phosphorus, manganese
and vitamins. However, it may vary based on
the type of sprout. Nevertheless, every kind of
sprout can be a super healthy addition to your
daily meals. 

The process of “Sprouting” or germination
is what holds real value here. When seeds are
soaked in water, they sprout into very young
plants due to the moisture present that softens
the outer layers of the seed. This process helps
unlock and increase nutrition value multi-fold
and is what makes sprouts so healthy. 

SOME BENEFITS OF 
SPROUTING/SPROUTS: 
Since sprouting needs a good amount of 
soaking, it helps get rid of anti-nutritional 
factors like phytic acid thereby unlocking all
the nutrients.
 It enhances the nutritional value of the seed.
 Its super rich in live enzymes that can aid
digestion and break down food more effectively.
 Sprouting can make a particular lentil or
legume easy to digest. During sprouting, spe-
cific complex compounds are broken down
into simpler forms and undesirable sub-
stances are rendered inactive which makes
sprouts easily digestible. This is why
sprouts are also called as a pre-
digested food. 
 Sprouting makes proteins
easy to digest.
 Sprouts are rich in folate
and can help boost
haemoglobin levels.
 It is a great way to add
fibre to meals.

TYPES OF
SPROUTS?
You can practically sprout any
seed. Green gram, chana, differ-
ent types of beans, peas, fenugreek
seeds, alfalfa, lentils, nuts and seeds.
One can even sprout wheat and millets,

which are much more easily digestible as com-
pared to non-sprouted counterparts. 

Having said that, there is one particular
sprout from the Brassica family and that’s --
Broccoli Sprouts! These are micro sized, but
bursting with nutrients and may need a sepa-
rate article to talk about. But in a nutshell, it
has magical benefits on the heart, immunity,
detoxification, lymphatic system, allergies,
asthma, stomach ulcers, and overall cellular
health at a DNA level. 

WAYS TO USE?
They can be had raw, lightly
steamed, can be used as a stuff-
ing in sandwiches and parathas
when mashed, churned into a
batter for dosas, idlis, added to
soups, salads, pulavs, khichdi,
stir-frys, tikkis. You can simply
take a fistful of them and add it
to any food to increase its nutri-
tional value.

PEGAN DIET
Put simply, part Paleo and part Vegan. This
is like having the best of both worlds.
While the Paleo diet insists on eating
meat, fish, eggs and veggies like a
caveman, vegan diet forbids anything that
comes from animals. Mark Hyman, an
American physician and author, came up
with a middle ground or a Paleo Vegan or
a Pegan diet. In a nutshell, this diet is all
about eating fresh food in its
unadulterated state. Locally sourced and
naturally produced fruits, nuts, legumes
and teas, non-processed olive oil, nuts,
coconut and avocados as source of natural
fats, opting for meat as side dish and
ensuring it is not more than 25 percent of
daily diet and adding healthy starch such
as black rice, sweet potato and winter
squash is the trend.

SNACKS FROM WATER
Water chestnuts, kelp and water lily seeds
will emerge as a popular substitute for
usual carb loaded veg and meat snacks we
are used to. From-the-water food has been
becoming popular and healthier snack
options and many new options will
emerge as major food players look at
choices beyond seaweed.

NON-DAIRY MILK
With ample videos online of how dairy
farms are not following the safety norms
and keeping animals in unhygienic and
cruel conditions and reports of
adulteration in milk available in the
market, many had started opting for

coconut, almond and soy
milk. The hot trends for this
year are going to be oats,
rice and hemp milk.

INFUSED WATER
Flavoured sodas came
as a replacement for
carbonated colas.
Expect infused
water to be the
choice of beverage
for direct
consumption.
Water with fruits
and veggies
added to it will
become the
drink of choice
as more and
more people
look to give up
aerated drinks.

N
elson Mandela
International Day
is celebrated
every year on July
18. This day was

officially declared by the
United Nations in 2009
through a resolution in the
General Assembly, and the
first UN Mandela Day was
held on July 18, 2010. The day

is not meant as a public
holiday but to celebrate the
life and works of Nelson
Mandela through volunteering
and community service.

WHO WAS NELSON
MANDELA?
Nelson Mandela (full name
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela)
was a black nationalist and

South Africa’s first

democratically elected black
president. In the early 1990s, he
negotiated with South African
President FW de Klerk to end the
system of racial segregation and
apartheid and bring about a
democratic rule. Both the presidents
were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize
for Peace in 1993. He served as the
president of South Africa from 1994
to 1999.

From 1964 to 1982, Mandela was
incarcerated by the South African
state on grounds of treason.
Even while being
incarcerated, he had
wide support from
within the black
community. He
reportedly
rejected three
conditional offers
for his release
during this time.
Mandela did not
seek a second term as
the president but
retained an extremely strong
international presence, trying to
ensure the propagation of peace
and social justice. 

Mandela passed away in 2013,
aged 95, after suffering from a
prolonged respiratory infection.

WHAT IS NELSON
MANDELA
INTERNATIONAL
DAY?
In 2009, when the United
Nations General Assembly
declared Nelson Mandela’s
birthday on July 18 as
Nelson Mandela
International Day, Madiba
called on the people of the

world to honour him by
helping their

communities.
For the

Nelson
Mandela
Foundation, the
focus and
messaging will be
based on

promoting
community and

home-based
gardens, supporting

fruit and indigenous tree
planting, and creating

awareness of the intersections
between food security and climate
change. In 2022 the focus will be on
the plight of food security and
climate change with the tagline.

HOW CAN YOU HONOUR IT?
■ Plant and grow fresh, organic and
cost-effective produce in or for
vulnerable communities.
■ Plant and grow trees for the well-
being of all, with an emphasis on fruit
trees in support of food production
for vulnerable communities.
■ Invest in sustainable food
production platforms to the benefit
of vulnerable communities.
■ Embrace home and community
planting and growing as a
contribution to protecting the
environment and addressing the
challenge of climate change.

W
e breathe short and shallow
which not only creates a
shortage of oxygen in our
body, but also fails to
effectively eliminate

toxins. Maintaining the right balance
between oxygen and carbon dioxide is
critical for cellular health. Simply
inhaling is not enough! There has to be
a balance between inhale-hold-
exhale. Being conscious and
breathing in a particular way can
lead to deep relaxation,
decreased pain, and improved
mental state.

BREATHE FROM
YOUR BELLY
Proper breathing starts in the
nose and then moves to the
stomach as your
diaphragm contracts, the
belly expands and your
lungs fill with air. It is the
most efficient way to
breathe, as it pulls
down on the lungs,
creating negative
pressure in the
chest, resulting
in air flowing
into your
lungs. 

Also
called

abdominal breathing, it changes
the oxygenation levels in your

body as well as strengthening
the diaphragm. Many
people feel calmer and
more centered afterwards,
and it may help to reduce
negative emotions.
Because of how

abdominal breathing
affects your mental state, it

may be especially useful
when you are stressed out,

tired, frustrated, or confused.

GET STARTED
■ Sit or lie down
comfortably, with your feet

flat on the floor. Put one
hand on your upper

chest, and the other on your abdomen, just
under your ribcage. Feel
yourself breathing and
become aware of how
deeply or shallowly you
are breathing
■ Breathe in slowly through
your nose, letting the
air in deeply,
towards your
lower belly.
The hand on
your chest
should
remain
still, while the
one on your belly
should rise.
■ Hold the breath for a
count of four.
■ Exhale slowly

through your nose for a count of four.
■ Inhale slowly to a count of four,
feeling the warmth of your
breath and your abdomen rising.
Try to keep your chest relatively
still. Hold the breath for four,

then exhale slowly, and repeat.
■ Now add images to your

breathing. As you
inhale, imagine that

the air you're
breathing is

spreading
relaxation
and calmness

throughout your
body.

■ As you exhale, imagine
that your breath is
whooshing away stress 
and tension.

LATEST BUZZWORDS EXPLAINED

Miyawaki
Method
I

nvented by and named after Japanese
botanist Akira Miyawaki, the
‘MiyawakiMethod’ is a unique
technique to grow green cover. Doctor
Akira Miyawaki, botanist and professor,

invented the method way back in 1980. He is
a recipient of the 2006 Blue Planet Prize,
which is the equivalent of a Nobel Prize in
ecology. Miyawaki was also influenced by
the chinju-no-mori or sacred forests
surrounding Japanese shinto shrines and
cemeteries, home to a variety of indigenous
plants, that played a key role in his studies.
Armed with these findings and his own
expertise, he developed his signature
method of planting forests. 

A Miyawaki forest requires very little
space (a minimum of 20 square feet), plants
grow ten times faster, and the forest
becomes maintenance-free in three years!
Under this approach, dozens of native
species are planted in the same area, close
to each other, which ensures that the plants
receive sunlight only from the top, and grow
upwards rather than sideways. With this
method of plantation, an urban forest can
grow within a short span of 20-30 years
while a conventional forest takes around
200-300 years to grow naturally.

Sprouts
so good

WELLNESS

NUTRITION TRIVIA TIME

BREATHING  
RIGHT?

Are you

All of us breathe, but how many of us actually breathe to our full capacity? New
research says that different breathing patterns activate our brain networks related to

mood, attention, and body awareness. Here’s how to do it right...

THE WORLD CELEBRATES NELSON MANDELA INTERNATIONAL DAY
EVERY YEAR ON JULY  18 TO SHINE LIGHT ON THE LEGACY OF A MAN

WHO CHANGED THE 20TH CENTURY AND HELPED SHAPE THE 21ST

Find out why this is the
food you should be eating
to stay energised through a
hard day at school

The
takeaway: Five

minutes is a good
amount of time to affect

your physiology, work on your
anxiety, and inspire positivity.

However, even one or two
abdominal breaths can work

wonders! It can help you
relax, rethink, refocus,

re-energise.

THINGS TO TAKE CARE: 
 Sometimes the seeds could attract fun-
gal/mould growth so it's necessary to be
careful of that. Avoid eating raw sprouts out-
side because of lack of hygiene. 
 Raw sprouts may not always suit you,
especially if you have a weak digestive sys-

tem. In that case, please
take it in steamed or

boiled
form. 

TIME TO DIG IN
HERE ARE FOUR INTERESTING PATTERNS EMERGING

FROM THE WORLD OF FOOD YOU MUST KNOW

CELEBRATING MADIBA

Mandela
Day is also known

as 67 Minutes Mandela
Day. The phrase “67

minutes” is used to convey
the message that people

should do something good for
67 minutes on this day, one
minute for each year that

Mandela served his
nation.

FOOD
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SWISS ALPS: No destination
can rival the snowy peaks,
massive glaciers, thundering
waterfalls and vivid, green foothills
of Switzerland. Go for luxury eco
pods with breathtaking views of the
Alps.

UBUD: Remember those
gorgeous Balinese tents from “Eat
Pray Love”? Ubud in Bali offers
tented lodges with a view of the
gorgeous rice
fields.

The lodges are decorated
in contemporary Balinese

style, each one with a
private pool, ornate

chandeliers and
elaborate
wardrobes. 

KENYA:
This is the
place for
pitching
your luxe
tent. You’ll
find the
finest

accommodations in tents
imaginable, with four-
poster beds, plush towels
and hand-woven rugs.
And outdoors, the most
spectacular view in the
world! 

NEPAL: Nepal is
famous with adventure
junkies for trekking and
glamping. The camping
retreats there offer
expert guides to escort

you on your
nature adventure. They
support use of fresh organic
produce only.

NEW ZEALAND:
With vast open spaces and
ample scenic spots,
no wonder camping
is one of the
favourite hobbies in
both North and
South islands of
New Zealand.
Hobbit house 
styled camps are 
a huge hit with 
the tourists.

Wandering around
Istanbul’s ancient bazaars
and shopping arcades is
as much about history as
it is about shopping.
Polish your bargaining
skills before you go

Anita Rao Kashi

I
n Istanbul’s ancient walled city, the
warren of streets can be both fascinating
and frustrating. Fascinating because
there’s no saying what’s round the corner
and frustrating because what’s round the

corner is not what you are looking for. And
yet, fascination clearly triumphs when an
unlikely lane inadvertently leads to the arched
doorway of the Grand Bazaar, possibly the
world’s oldest shopping mall!

The bazaar is in a way a microcosm of
everything that Istanbul stands for. Located at
the meeting point between the East and the
West, Istanbul’s history is a rich tapestry of
empires sweeping through it. Predictably, the
vestiges of each can be detected on city’s
skyline with its jaw-dropping architecture. But
hidden amidst the narrow lanes and tucked
away in corners are more tangible, more
immediate markers. Such as the ancient

bazaars, little areas where the communities
met, and still meet, on a daily basis. These
were certainly places of commerce but also of
social interaction. But of the several bazaars
that Istanbul is home to, the Grand Bazaar
stands head and shoulders above all others.

LABYRINTH OF SURPRISES
Possibly among the oldest and largest
covered markets in the world, the origins of
the Grand Bazaar goes back to the mid-15th
century. It is a labyrinth of over 60 streets
spread over 30700 sq mts and home to over

4000 shops selling as astonishing variety of
goods - from glass lamps to intricately carved
brass pepper mills, from garments and laces
to beautifully made Turkish ceramics, from
carpets to exquisite gold jewellery, it is a
mindboggling place. The labyrinthine streets
are a maze and it is very easy to get lost,
browsing through the enticing fare that is on
offer. More interestingly, the arches and
pillars are inlaid with eye-catching mosaics,
sculpture and interspersed with interesting
elements such as a beautifully decorated
water fountain to quench the thirst of

shoppers and shopkeepers.
Less than 10 minutes to the North of the

Grand Bazaar is the Spice Bazaar, also known
as the Egyptian Bazaar since it was built with
revenue garnered from Egypt which was part
of the Ottoman Empire. Built in the late 16th
century, it was and continues to be the largest
spice trading market in the city. Like the
Grand Bazaar, this too has arched and
covered corridors but is not as expansive or
labyrinthine as the former and is actually one
large L-shaped building. However, stepping
into the market through one of the arched
doorways is like stepping into spice haven.

The whole place is redolent with the
combined aromas from hundreds of spices
as well as assorted condiments and sweets.
Especially enticing are rows of heaped
spice powders, whole spices and herbs. The
colourful mounds entice with both sight
and smell. Sweet smelling turmeric and
sweet paprika are overpowered by fragrant
sumac and pungent chilli, while cinnamon
and cumin compete with zatar and saffron.
There were also an array of ready mixes
which could be used for such
eclectic dishes as biryani, fish
rub, salads and much more.
In addition, there were
hibiscus tea, sundried
tomatoes and dried

orange rind. It’s a tossup really whether the
eyes or the nostrils are engaged more.
These are interspersed with the sweet and
rose-water smell of sweet stores that have
heaped displays of varieties of Turkish
delight in an array of colours and
embedded with as assortment of nuts
which includes walnuts, cashewnuts,
hazelnuts, dates and pistachios. Equally
alluring were the mounds of different kinds
of baklava and other kinds of sweets.

STARK CONTRAST
In complete contradiction to the earthy and

enclosed spaces of these two
bazaars, Istiklal Street (Caddesi

in Turkish) is an elegant 1.4
km long pedestrianized

avenue in the Beyoglu
area. It is flanked by
stunning late Ottoman
era buildings in various
styles from Neo-Classical
and Neo-Gothic to Art

Nouveau and Art Deco
styles. In them are housed

boutiques, book stores, music
stores and art galleries. In

between, are chic cafes, restaurants,
patisseries and chocolatiers. The whole
street is even more adorable owing to the
bright red tram that runs through it
periodically and is the only form of
mechanised transport allowed on it.

As evening falls, the street gets
incredibly crowded while music spills out of
the many establishments. Back at the two
bazaars, traders prepare to down shutters
for the night. The two experiences might
seem diametrically opposite but beautifully
sum up Istanbul’s inherent charms.

T
here’s something about rains, they simply recharge
you. The lush green, bright happiness hits you
instantly as you take the road to explore lesser
known terrains. One such rain-happy city is Mandu
in Madhya Pradhesh, the ancient fort city situated

in the Malwa plateau. The monsoon winds here tickle and play
hide-and-seek with the ravines and abandoned palaces. 

This medieval city, once known by the names
Mandavgarh and Shadiabad, is an architectural

storehouse that encompasses ancient stone
walls, darwazas, tombs, mosques and a

caravanserai. Strolling alongside rain
clouds in Mandu is perhaps as romantic as
it gets. The striking structures of this
place was best described by Mughal
emperor Jahangir, who wrote, “I have

never known about any other existing
place on earth like Mandu before, which can

be so exciting in terms of its adorable climate
conditions and that too in rainy seasons.” The

forgotten ruins of Rewa Kund still echo the love
tales of Rani Roopmati and Sultan Baz Bahadur. It is till

date one of the finest network of water supply that uses a
great network of channels and terracotta and ceramic pipes. 

The scenic beauty of Mandu gets magnified in Monsoons as
the architectural classics like Jal Mahal and Jahaz Mahal
comes to life with monsoon showers filling the adjacent
waterbodies and the dusty lanes of history smiling all over
again. The magic of water is unique to this place as not many
historic cities have been conceived with water as a defining
element of design. One of India’s finest examples of Afghan
and Turkish architectural style are the carefully crafted water
channels here. Mandu also sees the presence of Persian
wheels that arrived here around 13th century to draw water
from the wells. 

The picturesque Narmada flows down the Nimar plains as it
dances its way in delight every monsoon and the classic
Roopmati Pavilion that’s set between green Nimar

plains tell a tale of the bygone glorious era. Mandu
that was once powerful kingdom, will still

woo you and leave you
humbled. 

Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

I
t’s like having a guidebook
written just for you! No touristy
rip-offs or standard
recommendations. It’s getting
downright personal with your

destination. From having high tea with
the descendant of an erstwhile Nawab
of Lucknow to sharing a home-cooked
meal of kolumbus, pootus and poriyals
at a local’s home in Chennai, local
sharing and caring is every traveler’s
demand today. “People are searching
for meaningful, authentic and unique
experiences when they travel.
Conventional luxury is available now in
almost every travel destination and
people are looking for something more
condensed and cultural — whether it's
an enriching conversation, a delicious
dish or a memorable experience they
can share with their friends upon their
return,” says Aashi Vel, co-founder of a
community that lets travellers dine at
local people’s homes around the
world, including India. 

THE PERSONAL
CONNECT
Who would you rather have in your jeep
on a tiger safari… a seasoned wildlife
photographer or a regular guide? We all
know the answer. Face-to-face
recommendations and insider tips from
in-the-know locals or professionals rank
much higher on people’s itinerary than a
tour escort’s rehearsed stories. “Local
travel comprises authentic, off-the-
beaten track experiences. It can range
from meeting an ex-monk in Malaysia
who will take you through several sacred
spots to learning how to cook organically
with a family in Bali,” says Madalina
Buzdugan, communication manager with
a travel outfit. Connecting with local
people adds colour to journeys, and
thanks to technology, it’s easier than
ever to do so. This rapidly growing trend
is transforming how travellers see the
world. And what’s the best part? It’s all
very cost-effective. The trend is
encouraging individuals and

communities to share their resources,
right from sharing their couches, renting
their cars to tourists, leasing out their
residential farms for camping for a night
to hosting delicious dine-ins. 

MICRO TOURISM
Micro tours offer a plethora of options
— from street photography in old Delhi
to cycling in the British era in Mumbai
or silently gazing at the picturesque
tombs of Mehrauli. Micro tours are
also ideal if you’re passing through
and only have a limited amount of
time. The best feature though, is that

anyone can sign up to be a
sherpa/friend/greeter/local expert. All
you need is an enthusiasm to talk to
people and of course a sound
knowledge on the lay of the land.

WANDERING 
CLOSER HOME
Local travel is big not
just amongst the
budget traveler, but
also for those who
have traveled abroad
extensively and now
want to explore their

own country in
detail. Holidaymakers are

accepting that the exoticness of the
unknown doesn't have to take the

form of a desert island in the middle of
the Pacific… it could be hidden in their

own backyard. “The reason for this is
partly because of initiatives taken by
state tourism offices to highlight
interesting places to visit and taking on
well-known celebrities as ambassadors.
Earlier, only going abroad was seen as
glamorous, but now going to the

Rannotsav or doing a
high altitude drive

in Ladakh is also
a talking

point,” feels
travel
entrepreneur
Piya Bose.
Her Great

Rann of Kutch
vacation is all

about staying
with the tribals in

their traditional huts
and buying authentic

embroideries first hand. The trip also
includes a visit to a local ship building
yard and rendezvous with a collector of
ancient fossils and dinosaur eggs …
experiences one would surely miss on a
‘guided tour’.

FOOD BEYOND 
BORDERS
Going by the popularity of local travel,
you’d probably be booking a delicious
home meal instead of a fancy restaurant
on your next vacation. Imagine
accompanying local hosts in Rajasthan
on a spice bazaar tour before being
served a rich Rajasthani spread of soolas
(charcoal grilled meat that is a battlefield
specialty), ker sangri subji and bajra roti
with chunks of homemade butter! No
restaurant can match the real aroma of a

local kitchen.

What’s more?
Over dinner you

could get acquainted with an art
critic, singer, entrepreneur or
doctor and make new friends
from different cultures.
Cooking and sharing a meal
together allows people to
open up, share stories about
themselves and learn from
others. It makes us realise how
similar we all are despite cultural
and political differences.  

HOT TREND

Buying travelogues or booking tourist guides isn’t the same as
traveling with a local companion who takes you through those
secret coves and homespun bistros for that ‘authentic’ flavour

TOUCH, FEEL,
SMELL… TRAVEL

IN SEASON

Monsoon and Mandu have a deep connect
as the city of ruins sees water as an
integral part of design and theme

MONSOON
AND MANDU

Situated
between two

artificial lakes, Jahaz
Mahal is a two storied

architectural marvel is so
named as it appears as a ship

floating in water. Built by
Sultan Ghiyas-ud-din-
Khalji, it served as a

harem for the
sultan

Local
travel comprises

authentic, off-the-
beaten track experiences.

It can range from meeting an
ex-monk in Malaysia who will

take you through several
sacred spots to learning
how to cook organically

with a family in Bali

A MAZE UNLIKE ANY OTHER SPICE IT UP

The
old wooden

Grand Bazaar has
suffered several fires and

earthquakes but has always
been repaired after each

disaster. Last restorations
were made after a big fire

in the mid-50s when it
was finally made of

stone

5 PLACES TO GO LUXE
CAMPING THIS YEAR…

GO ALL 
GLAMP


